Turn this...

®

Transform your school
admissions with HUBapply!
Back and forth
phone calls

Have a think about your admissions
process…
•

Is it time-consuming, costly and
inefficient?

•

Can communication between
the school and prospective
parents be difficult at times?

•

•

Endless
printing

Does your admissions office get
bogged down with paperwork,
that can be easily mislaid?

Countless Excel
spreadhseets

Would you like to manage your
admissions process seamlessly
online from start to finish?

Email

If you answered “yes” to any of the
above, then we can help you!
HUBapply is a comprehensive and
powerful solution that provides the
ultimate student recruitment and
admissions CRM system for your
whole team. As a paperless online
solution, HUBapply manages the
end-to-end admissions journey from
enquiry to enrolment. From this
point your MIS takes over, and being
a standalone product HUBapply can
work alongside any system.

Prone to
human error

Paper-based
documents
Hours of
manual labour

Here’s how HUBapply can enhance your school admissions:
Simplify your admissions process
Move your paper-based process into an automated online system. Enable
parents to register and progress their child’s application at times convenient to
them, with the ability to manage multiple applications on one account. Using
their own dedicated Parent Portal, they can complete and submit forms online,
see where they are in the admissions process via the timeline, book attendance
at admissions events or meetings, upload documents, communicate via instant
messaging and make payments, all on their device of choice.
HUBapply also provides an online portal for feeder schools, as well as agencies
who are applying on behalf of a parent.

ADMISSIONS

Into this...
PARENTS

ADMISSIONS STAFF

REVIEWERS

Receive application

Make an enquiry
Request a prospectus,
or book an open day

Heads of School,
Heads of Departments
and others

Register on Parent Portal

Your school
defined checklist
process

Assign to
reviewer(s)

Complete and
submit application(s)

Process to
enrolment

Incoming
reviews

Submit review

Book admissions activities
Interview, assessment or visit

Reports

Connect
to your MIS

Logout

Review against
school defined
checklist

Effective
communication

Streamline your admissions department

Increase your enquiry traffic

The intuitive Administration Portal will help to reduce workload,
removing the need for countless documents, spreadsheets, emails,
and back and forth phone calls. Your team can track where each
parent is at any stage of the admissions journey on an easy to view
timeline. Automatic notifications are sent to parents when you
progress their child’s application to the next step in the process.

HUBapply provides schools with
an advanced ‘real-time’ reporting
dashboard and customisable tools,
where you can measure conversion
rates, to help you make informed
decisions and work out projected
numbers for the years ahead.

HUBapply gives you the ability to create a variety of admissions
routes, no matter how complex, carefully guiding parents all the way
from enquiry and registration to their child’s enrolment.
With the unique Reviewers Portal there is no need to send email
attachments or chase hard copy forms up and down the corridor.
The reviewer can add their comments to the application within the
same platform.

Track how parents heard about
your school, identify your successful
geographical catchment areas
and manage recruitment events
online, helping you to improve your
targeted marketing activities.

For more information call WCBS on +44 (0)1458 833 344
or email sales@wcbs.co.uk

